Building for Tomorrow is an interdisciplinary group working to develop a preservation and stewardship network for archiving digital design documents: DADE Coalition.

Issues the digital archiving community currently face include: intellectual property rights, training and access for users of digital archives, file and software obsolescence, coordinating archival standards across institutions.

The end goal of Building for Tomorrow is to advance the preservation of digital design data by making it available to a variety of types and sizes of architectural museums, archives and next generation users. Without attending to these issues, the work of design offices worldwide will lack the robust support system necessary to allow current and future scholars access to their work. Such digital design work includes PDFs as well as Building Information Models, proprietary code or software, families of files linked together and even viewing the organization of such files as a whole.

Building for Tomorrow Research Objectives

Building for Tomorrow is lead by an Advisory Board (AB) and Steering Committee (SC) composed of the following members: Aliza Levant (Archivist at Sasaki Associates, AB, SC); Nance McSweeney (Director, Digital Archives at MIT Libraries, AB, SC); Jessica Meyerstein (Research Program Officer at EkoNatura, AB, SC); Ann Whiteside (Grant Principal Investigator and Librarian, AB, SC); and Matthew Allen (PhD Candidate, Harvard GSD, Lecturer, University of Toronto Daniels, SC); Andrew Witt (Assistant Professor in Practice of Architecture, Harvard GSD, AB); Frannie Saliga (Executive Director, Society of Architectural Historians and Charnley-Persky House Museum Foundation, AB); Christina Drummond (Building for Tomorrow facilitator and Principal/Founder at CJSD Consulting); Carrie Bly (Building for Tomorrow facilitator and Principal/Founder at CJSD Consulting); Christina Drummond (Building for Tomorrow facilitator and Principal/Founder at CJSD Consulting); Carrie Bly (Building for Tomorrow facilitator and Principal/Founder at CJSD Consulting); Christina Drummond (Building for Tomorrow facilitator and Principal/Founder at CJSD Consulting).

Contributors

Building for Tomorrow is supported a forum for engaged stakeholders, two meetings to gather the steering committee, and time for research and coordination. As the work of the project moves forward new funding sources will be needed.

Archiving Digital Cultural Heritage

Project Website: https://projects.iq.harvard.edu/
Phone: 495-4010
Email: ann.whiteside@gmail.com

Contact

Funding

The Frances Loeb Library at the Harvard University Graduate School of Design received an IMLS National Forum Grant under the National Digital Platform funding priority. This grant has supported a forum for engaged stakeholders, two meetings to gather the steering committee, and time for research and coordination. As the work of the project moves forward new funding sources will be needed.

Community Work

» Building for Tomorrow Forum; St.Paul, MN.
April, 2018
» Society of American Archivists Design Records Section CAD/BIM Task Force; https://www2.archivists.org/groups/design-records-section/cadbim-taskforce
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